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C

loud computing is the latest megatrend that is
empowering organizations to evolve in a rapidly
transforming technology landscape. In the past few
years, the cloud computing space has witnessed
incredible growth, driven by commodity public clouds that
deliver extremely low cost compute and storage services
appropriate for web-scale applications. In this paradigm,
Amazon Web Services (AWS) has emerged as a dominant force.
With products such as Amazon Glacier and Amazon
Simple Storage Service (S3) for storage, and Amazon Route 53
for networking, AWS is empowering organizations that wish
to harness the power of the cloud to propel their applications
development. Being a piece of infrastructure that is supporting
the current tech boom, AWS allows companies to handle traffic,
store videos, power a database, and run analytical operations.
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While many small and large enterprises have embraced the
prowess of AWS to manage different workloads, there are still
quite a few companies that are yet to make the leap.
To assist CIOs maneuver in the right direction while
adopting AWS, a distinguished panel comprising CEOs,
CIOs, VCs, and analysts along with the CIOReview editorial
board has selected the leading AWS solution providers. The
companies featured here demonstrate an ability to develop
innovative technologies combined with outstanding customer
service.
In our selection, we looked at the vendor’s capability
to fulfill the burning need for cost-effective and flexible
solutions that will add value to the AWS landscape.
We present to you 20 Most Promising AWS Solution
Providers 2016.

Company:

Description:

Observable Networks
St. Louis, MO

Performs endpoint modeling using VPC
Flow Logs to create understanding of AWS
asset behavior and automatically recognize
threatening activity

Key Person:

Website:

Bryan Doerr,
CEO
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Observable Networks

Securing Endpoints with AWS

B

ryan
Doerr,
CEO,
Observable
Networks
believes that the changing
scenarios in the IT industry
and their impact on security for
enterprises charted the course for
Observable Networks to emerge as a
network security technology solutions
provider. Observable Networks, the
brainchild of the founder Dr. Patrick
Crowley’s experience and expertise in
the network security domain is an early
stage partner in the AWS ecosystem
that has deeply integrated with
complementary AWS offerings to help
customers in achieving their security
goals. “In the recent times, we observed
that enterprises move to AWS either

security. Observable Networks matches
up the clients’ flow logs with their
Amazon service assets, and uses the
network metadata to perform endpoint
modeling to understand the behavior
of and detect variations in those AWS
assets’ activities. The company’s
Dynamic Endpoint Modeling solution
for AWS helps clients to improve the
security and compliance of applications
deployed on AWS Cloud and helps
them to gain better visibility into their
AWS applications.
Unlike
many
agent-based
services which focus on assessing
security through the identification of
vulnerabilities of an asset, Observable
Networks emphasizes assessing security

We strongly believe in getting a
good idea into our solution quickly
and letting our customers decide
how that idea develops through time
as a part of a corporate IT sponsored
initiative or as part of a transition
within the business groups, outside
of corporate IT,” articulates Doerr.
In making these moves, the former
group looks toward extending security
controls and processes, which were
established for the legacy datacenter,
into AWS infrastructure, while the
latter seeks fast, easy to deploy, usagedriven security functionality to address
needed security gaps.
In these scenarios, Amazon’s
Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) Flow Logs
provide network data that are useful
to customers wanting to enhance their
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through the asset’s behavior. The
solution is easy to deploy as no agents
are used and connects to the AWS VPC
Flow Log service in minutes without
affecting the AWS assets.
Additionally,
AWS
CloudTrail
and AWS Config also offer additional
perspectives on AWS security and
produce event data that is consumed
by Observable Network’s endpoint
modeling to produce a holistic
behavioral view of asset activity within
a single solution.
Many organizations making the
shift from legacy architectures to AWSbased architectures find themselves

Bryan Doerr
running hybrid infrastructures. In
many cases, these hybrid environments
are a combination of dedicated,
special purpose infrastructure like
manufacturing or sensor systems, legacy
datacenters (both physical and virtual),
geographically diverse office networks,
and public cloud making the huge
diversity of environments extremely
difficult
to
protect.
Observable
Network’s Dynamic Endpoint Modeling
solution makes the job of protecting
configurations such as these easy by
integrating threat detection across all
environments and presenting it in one
integrated portal. The firm also offers
free assistance on configuration and ongoing alert notification support.
Doerr understands that Observable
Networks is in a fast moving industry
with a lot of opportunity and that
success means innovating quickly. “As
a startup, we strongly believe in getting
a good idea into our solution quickly
and letting our customers decide how
that idea develops through time,” Doerr
says. Observable Networks is also
growing geographically by planning to
expand in parts of Europe.
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